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Summary: Small area estimation (SAE) of finite population parameters such as domain totals under a
model for sample survey data provides a natural ground for applications of the Bayesian approach
because the parameters of interest are random and the domain sample sizes, as a rule, are not large
enough to yield reliable frequentist interval estimates commonly based on normality assumptions. Even
for fixed second order parameters such as the common variance and correlation of random effects (which
admit consistent estimates for large number of small areas), a Bayesian solution might be preferable
because frequentist methods may give rise to inadmissible or unreasonable point estimates. Assuming
that the model is valid, the traditional Bayesian framework is in principle simple and attractive due to its
prescriptive nature but it does not support various desirable practical requirements that can be built in a
frequentist framework. These requirements are driven by user concerns for the validity of modeling
assumptions, robustness of the estimates to departures from them, and for the key assumptions being
amenable to frequentist‐type easily interpretable model diagnostics under repeated sampling.
Since neither Bayesian nor frequentist methods are adequate by themselves for the SAE problem
under consideration, it would be useful to develop a Bayesian‐Frequentist Integrated (BFI) approach
which starts with the specification of a frequentist model and the corresponding Bayesian model such
that the two are equivalent when priors for the ‘frequentist model’ fixed parameters (first and second
order) are not introduced. It is believed that a SAE system based on the BFI approach could generate user
confidence by not being perceived as a black box. With this in mind, we extend the traditional Bayesian
framework to include various frequentist‐type features. We define a new type of posterior (to be termed
as BFI‐posterior) where the conditional posterior for random parameters given the ‘frequentist model’

fixed parameters may not make full use of the available data while the marginal posterior for the
‘frequentist model’ fixed parameters does when treated as random in the Bayesian framework. The
concept of BFI‐posterior is somewhat akin to the concept of quasi‐likelihood as an alternative to the
maximum likelihood when the likelihood is not specified or is difficult to do so. However, BFI‐posterior is
not quasi as it does refer to a legitimate distribution although different from the traditional posterior.
Some of the key practical requirements needed for an SAE system (for balancing the trade‐off
between efficiency on the one hand and face‐validity and weaker set of modeling assumptions for
robustness on the other) that do not fit in a traditional Bayesian framework are:
(i) For SAEs at different levels of aggregation, there is need for a single underlying model for the
sample total at the lowest level (or the building block) to render the exchangeability assumption more
plausible and be able to derive models for sample totals at different higher levels without changing the
original set of parameters. The ‘frequentist model’ fixed parameters are estimated using the lowest (BB‐)
level input data but the random effects are estimated using the input at the higher domain level under
consideration in order to grant full say to the direct estimator and to reduce over‐shrinkage.
(ii) For estimating parameters at the BB‐level, it may not be possible to specify the variance‐
covariance structure of sampling errors and hence the likelihood without making additional modeling
assumptions. Use of normal likelihood for sample totals is convenient in practice but approximation to
normality becomes tenuous with the small sample size. Moreover, at the BB‐level, the likely presence of
zero direct estimates makes it even more problematic. Therefore, there is a need to group BBs to specify
an approximate normal likelihood for the grouped total estimates as input to modeling.
(iii) Given ‘frequentist model’ fixed parameters, the posterior of the random effects obtained at
higher levels using less informative or coarser data as input to the likelihood needs to be linked to the
posterior of the same set of parameters obtained at the lower level using more informative or granular
data as input so that SAEs at the lower level can be adjusted or benchmarked to sum to the corresponding
SAE at the higher level. Here, the term ‘linking’ simply refers to the joint distribution which can be
obtained empirically by linking the MCMC replicates. Thus, BFI can give rise to a benchmarked posterior
to obtain benchmark‐adjusted credibility intervals unlike the customary second step for benchmarking
performed outside the Bayesian framework.
(iv) For data from repeated surveys where random effects in the model are connected over time,
the posterior of random effects from the previous time needs to be linked (using MCMC replicates, for
example) to the posterior at the current time for a given level of aggregated input data in order to obtain
posterior of the change in small area parameters over time. This gives rise to the posterior of the change
parameter without revising or updating previous time point posterior unlike the traditional approach
which, although more efficient, updates by design using more information from the current time.
(v) For robustification as well as for borrowing additional strength, inclusion of new covariates, as
in the frequentist modeling, is needed so that the estimating equations corresponding to new regression
coefficients ensure synthetic estimates at the BB‐level sum to corresponding reliable direct estimates at
much higher levels. This type of exact built‐in benchmarking in the frequentist framework becomes
approximate in the Bayesian framework but inclusion of new covariates, nevertheless, is beneficial.
(vi)The BFI methodology needs to be amenable to familiar diagnostics using the frequentist
version of the model. This is important for building user confidence because it is relatively easier for users,
for example, to interpret behavior of estimated model residuals under sampling randomization given the
parameters than the parameter randomization given the sample.
Potential applications of the BFI methodology to wellknown government programs (such as SAIPE,
SAHIE, and LAUS) and to SAEs from surveys (such as NSDUH and NIS) will be discussed. The basic ideas
underlying BFI can be found in a preliminary paper (Singh, 2013) in the FCSM Research Conference
Proceedings.

